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Abstract
Kella and Whitt (J. Appl. Probab. 29 (1992) 396) introduced a martingale fMtg for processes
of the form Zt=Xt+Yt where fXtg is a Levy process and Yt satises certain regularity conditions.
In particular, this provides a martingale for the case where Yt = Lt where Lt is the local time
at zero of the corresponding reected Levy process. In this case fMtg involves, among others,
the Levy exponent ’() and Lt . In this paper, conditions for optional stopping of fMtg at 
are given. The conditions depend on the signs of  and ’(). In some cases optional stopping
is always permissible. In others, the conditions involve the well-known necessary and sucient
condition for optional stopping of the Wald martingale feXt−t’()g, namely that ~P(<1) = 1
where ~P corresponds to a suitable exponentially tilted Levy process. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 60J30
Keywords: Exponential change of measure; Levy process; Local time; Stopping time; Wald
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1. Introduction
Let X=fXtgt>0 be a nondeterministic right-continuous Levy process with no negative
jumps, with X0 = 0 and Levy exponent ’() = logEeX1 , where  is real. In this case
it has the form
’() = c+
2
2
2 +
Z
(0;1)
[ex − 1− x](dx) +
Z
[1;1)
[ex − 1](dx);
where  is the Levy measure (on (0;1)) satisfying [1;1)<1 and R(0;1) x2(dx)<1,
noting that nondeterministic is synonymous with 2 + (0;1)> 0. We recall that
’()<1 if and only if R[1;1) ex(dx)<1, that EX−t >−1 (a−  min(a; 0)) and
that EXt=t = EX1 = ’0(0) = c +
R
[1;1) x(dx) (nite or innite, see Bingham, 1975,
p. 719). For more background on Levy processes see, e.g., Protter (1990), Bertoin
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(1990), Bingham (1975) and references therein. Denoting  = f j’()<1g, it is
well known (by convexity) that  is of the form (−1;  ] or (−1;  ), for some
06 61. Also, ’ is continuously dierentiable (of all orders) on the interior of 
and has a left derivative (possibly innite) at   whenever  <1. In order to avoid
the need to distinguish between the cases, we denote by ’0 the left derivative. In fact,
for all  2 
’0() = c + 2+
Z
(0;1)
[ex − 1]x(dx) +
Z
[1;1)
exx(dx):
We consider Zt=z+Xt+Lt where either Lt  0 or z>0 and Lt=−inf 06s6tfz+Xsg−
is the local time. Kella and Whitt (1992) introduced a martingale which in particular
implies that in the current setup when < 0,
Mt = ’()
Z t
0
eZs ds+ ez − eZt + Lt (1)
is a zero mean martingale. With the proof in Kella and Whitt (1992) it is easily seen
that it continues to be a martingale for all  for which eZt is integrable. Lemma 1
below implies that this holds for all  2 . For applications of this martingale, see e.g.,
Perry and Stadje (1998) and Kella (1993, 1996, 1998). A Markov-modulated extension
appears in Asmussen and Kella (2000). A problem which often comes up is to justify
optional stopping, and this is the topic of this paper; i.e., let fFtgt>0 be any standard
(augmented and right continuous) ltration with respect to which X is a Levy process
(for example, the standard ltration generated by X ). Then for an a.s. nite stopping
time , we look for conditions for
M is integrable with EM = 0 (2)
to hold.
The solution to a related problem is well known. For  2  n f0g, we will denote
Wt = eXt−’()t (the usual Wald martingale) and ~P, ~E the corresponding changed mea-
sure and expectation such that w.r.t. ~P, X is a Levy process with exponent ~’() =
’( + ) − ’() (see Section 2). In other words, it is a Levy process with ~c = c +
2+
R
(0;1) [e
x− 1]x(dx); ~2 =2 and ~(dx)= ex(dx). Then (e.g. Asmussen, 1987,
p. 267)
~P[<1] = 1, EW = 1: (3)
Example 1. Let b=infft > 0: Xt>bg; a=infft > 0: Xt=ag (no negative jumps) for
some a< 0<b. Then the mean ~P-drift of X is ~’0(0) = ’0(), so that ’0()> (6)0
is equivalent to b(a)<1 ~P-a.s. Also it is clear that ab = min(a; b)<1 ~P-a.s.
without any further conditions. Thus, for = a; b; ab and any  2  n f0g, necessary
and sucient conditions for EW = 1 are evident.
Example 1 illustrates that whereas the standard general sucient conditions for (1)
to hold is uniform integrability of fM^t j t>0g, in the setting of the Wald martingale
there are easier ways of verication. The purpose of the present paper is to provide
such ways for the martingale introduced in (1).
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We will restrict our attention to the case  > 0, so that in particular EX1 =
’0(0)<1. Our Levy process is in fact a sum of two independent Levy processes.
One has bounded jumps (with nite exponent for all nite ) and the second is a com-
pound Poisson process with jump rate [1;1) and jump size distribution (dx)=[1;1).
Therefore, what we are actually assuming here is that the jump size distribution of this
compound Poisson process has a nite moment generating function for some positive
value (hence an interval of values) of . In this setting, we have, e.g. (further criteria
are given in the body of the paper):
Theorem 1. Assume that P[<1] = 1; z>0 and Lt =−inf 06s6tfz+ Xsg−; and one
of the following conditions hold:
1. < 0 and ’()60.
2. 60; E<1.
3. > 0; ’()>0; ~P[<1] = 1 and EeZ <1.
4. > 0; ’()< 0; ~EeL <1.
Then (2) holds as well.
2. Preliminaries
Lemma 1. EeZt <1; 8 2 ; 8t>0 and EeLt <1; 8<1; 8t>0.
Proof. When L  0 this follows by denition. Otherwise, with Z0 denoting the reected
process when z=0, it is easy to check that 06Z(t)−Z0(t)6z (e.g., Theorem 6(i) and
(iv) of Kella and Whitt, 1996). Thus, w.l.o.g. we assume that z=0, so that Zt and St=
sup06s6t Xs are well known to be identically distributed. Now, with x=infft jXt>xg
we have that P[x6t]=P[St>x], so that together with −Lt6Xt−s for 06s6t and the
strong Markov property we have that
P[Xt>x − y]> P[x6t; Xt − Xx>− y]
=
Z
[0; t]
P[Xt−s>− y]P[x 2 ds]
> P[St>x]P[Lt6y]:
Similarly
P[− Xt>x − y]>P[Lt>x]P[St6y]:
Pick y such that P[Lt6y]> 0 and P[St6y]> 0 and the result is now immediate since
EeXt <1 for 0< 2 ; Ee−Xt <1 for  2 (0;1) and for 60 there is nothing
to check.
For easy reference, we next state some basic facts about change of measure and
optional stopping.
Lemma 2. Let fWtgt>0 be a nonnegative right-continuous mean 1 martingale and 
a stopping time; both with respect to some standard ltration fFtgt>0. Let ~P be the
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unique measure on F1 =
W
t>0Ft ; satisfying ~P(A) = EWt1fAg for each A 2 Ft and
t>0. Then for any 06Y 2F (possibly innite); we have that
~EY1f<1g = EYW1f<1g; (4)
nite or innite. If in addition either P[<1] = 1 or P[W1 = 0] = 1 then
~P[<1] = 1, EW = 1: (5)
Proof. Since Y 2F, then Y1f6tg 2F^t Ft . Thus, for bounded Y ,
~EY1f6tg = EWtY1f6tg = EY1f6tgE[Wt jF^t] = EY1f6tgW^t = EYW1f6tg
and (4) follows by monotone convergence. For general Y , apply the above to Ya=Y ^a
and the result follows by monotone convergence. For (5) take Y  1.
Now, for a xed  2 , take Wt=eXt−’()t to be the Wald martingale. It is clear that
in this case, if =0 then ~P=P. For  6= 0; Xt−’()t ! −1 a.s. for all  2 nf0g.
This is due to Xt=t ! ’0(0) P-a.s. (nite or innite) and that strict convexity of ’
implies ’()>’0(0) for  2 nf0g, noting that =(−1; 0] when ’0(0)=1. Thus,
when  6= 0, one does not need to explicitly assume for (5) that W1 = 0 (nor that
P[<1]=1). By symmetry and dP=d ~P=(d ~P=dP)−1; ~E(1=W)=1, P[<1]=1.
Hence:
Corollary 1. For a nondeterministic Levy process X with no negative jumps with
respect to a standard ltration fFt j t>0g;  2  n f0g; Wt = eXt−t’(); a stopping
time  and 06Y 2F; the following hold without any additional conditions:
~EY1f<1g = EYW; (6)
~E
Y
W
1f<1g = EY1f<1g; (7)
~P(<1) = 1, EW = 1; (8)
P(<1) = 1, ~E(1=W) = 1: (9)
Recall that Zt= z+Xt+Lt , where either L  0 or Lt=−inf 06s6t(z+Xs)−, we have
by Corollary 1 with Y = eZ that for any stopping time  (in particular a constant)
ez ~EeL+’()1f<1g = ~E
Y
W
1f<1g = EeZ1f<1g: (10)
Also, since f> sg 2Fs,
ez ~E
Z 
0
eLs+’()s ds=
Z 1
0
~Ee(z+Ls)+’()s1f>sg ds
=
Z 1
0
EeZs1f>sg ds= E
Z 
0
eZs ds: (11)
Theorem 1 of Kella and Whitt (1996) implies that if Xt=t ! x a.s. then x60 is
necessary and sucient for Zt=t ! 0 a.s., thus in the reected case, for Lt=t ! −x a.s.
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Therefore, in our case ’0(0)60 i Zt=t ! 0 and Lt=t ! −’0(0) P-a.s. while ’0()60
i Zt=t ! 0 and Lt=t ! −’0() ~P-a.s. By strict convexity and ’(0) = 0 we have that
’0()>’() which implies that when ’0()60 and > 0
Lt + ’()t ! −1 ~P-a:s: (12)
When ’0()> 0 then Xt ! 1 so that L1<1 ~P-a.s. In this case, when ’()< 0
(12) also holds. This implies that when P[<1]=1 and ’()< 0 (regardless of the
sign of ’0())
ez ~EeL+’() = EeZ : (13)
That is, it need not be explicitly assumed that ~P[<1] = 1.
Consider
(i) EeZ^t ! EeZ <1;
(ii) E
R 
0 e
Zs ds<1;
(iii) EL<1.
Since EM^t = 0 for all t>0, then by monotone convergence (2) is valid for  6= 0,
provided (i), (ii) (when ’() 6= 0) and (iii) hold. However, the following is obvious
for  6= 0, provided that EeZ^t is a bounded function of t (in particular if (i) holds).
 If ’()> 0 or both L  0 and ’() 6= 0 then (ii) and (iii) are automatic.
 If ’() = 0 then (iii) is automatic.
 If ’()< 0 then (ii) and (iii) are equivalent conditions.
To see this, just write EM^t = 0 in the form
’()E
Z ^t
0
eZs ds+ EL^t = EeZ^t − ez:
Thus, in all cases, it suces to show that (i) and at most one of (ii) and (iii) hold in
order to show that (1) is valid.
3. No reection
Here L  0 so that Zt = z + Xt and
e−zMt = ’()
Z t
0
eXs ds+ 1− eXt :
Thus, by monotone convergence (ii) is equivalent to limt!1 EeX^t <1 and follows
from (i). Furthermore, (iii) is automatic in this case. Thus whenever (i) holds then so
will (2).
Proposition 1. Assuming that P[<1]=1; (2) holds if at least one of the following
conditions are valid.
1. ’()< 0.
2. ’()>0; EeX <1 and ~P[<1] = 1.
3. > (<)0; X^t6 (>)V; EeV <1 (e:g:; V = X; X + c; X _ c; c).
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Proof. By the above it suces to prove that (i) holds. Since (13) is valid for any
stopping time it follows that, whenever either ’()< 0 or ~P[<1] = 1,
EeX = ~Ee’() = lim
t!1
~Ee’()^t = lim
t!1 Ee
X^t ;
where the second equality holds by either bounded (’()< 0) or monotone (’()>0)
convergence. Thus either 1 or 2 imply (i). Item 3 implies (i) by dominated convergence.
For a partial converse we have the following:
Proposition 2. If (i) holds and ’()>0 then ~P[<1] = 1.
Proof. If ’() = 0 then Wt = eXt , so that this follows directly from (8). When
’()> 0 then (i) implies (ii). Thus, by (11) (with L  0) ’()> 0 implies that
~E6 ~E
R 
0 e
’()s ds<1, so that ~P[<1] = 1.
Thus we see that when P[<1] = 1; ’()>0 and EeX <1, then (i) and
~P[<1] = 1 are equivalent conditions.
4. Reection
Here Lt =−inf 06s6t (z + Xs)− so that Zt>0.
Proposition 3. Assume that P[<1] = 1. Then (i) holds provided that one of the
following conditions is valid:
1. 60.
2. > 0; ’()>0; ~P[<1] = 1 and EeZ <1.
Proof. Item 1 follows by bounded convergence. Item 2 follows by monotone conver-
gence from (13).
Lemma 3. E<1 implies EL<1 and EZ<1. ’0(0) 6= 0; EZ <1 and EL
<1 implies E<1. In either case; EZ = z + ’0(0)E+ EL.
Proof. If there is no < 0 such that ’()> 0, then ’()< 0 for all < 0 so that
X is a subordinator (nondecreasing). The possibility ’() = 0 for all < 0, which is
equivalent to X  0, was ruled out in the introduction. In this case EL=0; ’0(0)> 0
and it is well known that EZ − z = EX = ’0(0)E nite or innite. Thus for this
case the result is clear. Otherwise, taking < 0 we have by bounded and monotone
convergence that
’()E
Z 
0
eZs ds=−EL + EeZ − ez;
nite or innite. Clearly, if E<1 then choosing < 0 with ’()> 0 shows that
EL<1. By monotone convergence E
R 
0 e
Zs ds ! E as  " 0, nite or innite.
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Also (1 − EeZ)=(−) ! EZ, nite or innite, and (1 − ez)=(−) ! z. Finally
’()= − ! −’0(0) and the result is easily concluded.
Corollary 2. If  2  n f0g and ’() = 0; then
E=
EZ − EeZ + ez
’0(0)
< 1;
provided one of the following conditions hold:
1. < 0 and either E<1 or both EL<1 and EZ<1.
2. > 0; ~P[<1] = 1; EeZ <1 and either E<1 or EL<1.
Proof. First note that since ’()= 0 and  6= 0, then ’0(0) 6= 0. If either 1 or 2 hold,
Lemma 3 implies that E = (EZ − EL)=’0(0) <1 and (2) holds by Theorem 1.
Since ’() = 0, (2) means that EL = EeZ − ez.
Example 2. Let Z be the workload process of the M=M=1 queue with arrival rate > 0
and service rate > 0, and assume  6= . Note that in this case Xt =
PN (t)
i=1 Vi − t
where N is a Poisson process and Vi are the exponential jumps. Thus,
’() =−

1− 
 − 

− = [− ( − )]
 −  ;
so that ’() = 0 for  =  −  6= 0 and ’0(0) =  − 1 6= 0, where  = =. Note
that  = (−1; ) so that  −  2  n f0g. Consider 1 = infft > 0: Zt>bg; 2 =
infft > 1: Zt−<b; Zt>bg for b>z (the two rst upcrossings of b). Then, regardless
of the value of ; 1 is nite w.r.t. both P and ~P, and Z1 is distributed as b+V where
V is exponential with rate . Thus, we immediately observe that the conditions of
Corollary 2 are in force for 1 with =  −  and conclude that
E1 =
( − )(b+ −1)− e(−)b−1 + e(−)z
( − )(− 1) :
When < 1, we still have E2<1. However, since ~P[2<1]< 1; E2 cannot
be computed by Corollary 2. This is also already apparent from the fact that 2>1
and Z1 ; Z2 have the same distribution. When > 1, then P[2<1]< 1 so that
E2 =1.
Proof of Theorem 1. We recall that provided (i) holds, at most one of the conditions
(ii) or (iii) needs to be veried in order to conclude that (2) holds. We also recall
that when ’()>0 then (i) implies (2). So, items 1 and 3 imply (i) by Proposition
3. Since in both cases ’()>0 we are done. As for item 2, (i) is satised and
clearly (ii) is satised as well. Finally, item 4 follows from (13) and the fact that
L^t + ’() ^ t6L.
The following extends a well-known fact for < 0 when ’0(0)< 0 (e.g., Kella and
Whitt, 1992; Bingham, 1975; Harrison, 1977) to cases with > 0 and ’()< 0 (an
interval or an empty set).
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Corollary 3. Let St = sup06s6t Xs. When > 0 and ’()< 0; then
lim
t!1 Ee
Zt = EeS1 =
’0(0)
’()
<1:
Proof. Recall that Z0 is the reected process with z=0 (as in the proof of Lemma 1).
It is well known that Z0t  St . Denote a=inf ft jXt=−ag. Since La =a (no negative
jumps), item 4 of Theorem 1 holds. Therefore, noting that Z0a = 0, (2) gives
’()E
Z a
0
eZ
0
s ds= EeZ
0
a − 1− EL0a =−a:
It is well known that Ea = −a=’0(0), where we note that, by convexity and ’(0) =
0; ’()< 0 implies ’0(0)< 0. This can also be obtained by dominated convergence
from the last equation upon dividing by ’() and letting  # 0. Since EeZ0t = EeSt
is nondecreasing in t, then a limit always exists (nite or innite). Noting that a is
a regenerative epoch for Z0 (since Z0a = 0), then regenerative theory (and monotone
convergence) implies that
EeS1 = lim
t!1Ee
St = lim
t!1 Ee
Z0t =
1
Ea
E
Z a
0
eZ
0
t dt =
’0(0)
’()
:
To complete the proof we note that since Z0t6Zt for all t it follows that Z
0
z = Zz =0,
so that at time z the two processes couple and thus have the same limiting moment
generating function.
Corollary 4. Assume that > 0 is in the interior of ; ’()< 0; EeZ <1;
EL <1 and P[<1] = 1. Then (2) is satised.
Proof. Let 0> with ’(0)< 0 (possible by continuity of ’ in the interior of ).
By Corollary 3, Ee
0Zt is a bounded function and P[> t] as t !1. Thus, applying
Holder’s inequality with p= 0= and q= 0=(0 − ), we have that
EeZ^t1f>tg = EeZt1f>tg6(Ee
0Zt )1=pP[> t]1=q ! 0
as t !1. By dominated convergence
EeZ^t1f6tg = EeZ1f6tg ! EeZ :
Thus (i) is satised and since (iii) is also satised, then so is (ii) and thus (2).
Example 3. Let > 0 be in the interior of  with ’()< 0; T 1b = infft jZt>bg and
T 2b = infft jZt = bg. It is well known that ET 1b <1, it is clear that T 1b6T 2b and since
’0(0)< 0 (due to ’()< 0) then ET 2b <1 as well. Hence both stopping times are
P-a.s. nite. Since ZT 2b =b<1 and ELT 2b =b−’0(0)ET 2b <1, all of the requirements
of Corollary 4 are satised with respect to T 2b . In particular (2) holds. Hence, clearly
(ii) and (iii) hold for T 1b as well.
The fact that EeZ <1, hence the requirements of Corollary 4, also hold for =T 1b
needs a little more explaining. With Z = Z − Z− and 06y<b,
E[eZ jZ− = y] =
R
[b−y;1) e
x(dx)
[b− y;1) 6
R
[0;1) e
x(dx)
[b;1) = c(b);
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where c(b)<1 since  2 . By conditioning, the independence property of the Levy
process at jump epochs and from Z−6b, it is now clear that EeZ6ebc(b)<1.
Finally, ~ET 1b <1 but if ’0()> 0 and (0;1)> 0 then ~P[T 2b =1]> 0, so that in
general ~P[<1] is not necessary for (2).
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